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Abstract: The construction of shallow tunnels in urban areas requires a prior assessment of their
effects on the existing structures. In the case of shield tunnel boring machines (TBM), the various
construction stages carried out constitute a highly three-dimensional problem of soil/structure inter-
action and are not easy to represent in a complete numerical simulation. Consequently, the tunnel-
ling-induced soil movements are quite difficult to evaluate. A 3D simulation procedure, using a finite
differences code, namely FLAC3D, taking into account, in an explicit manner, the main sources of
movements in the soil mass is proposed in this paper. It is illustrated by the particular case of Tou-
louse Subway Line B for which experimental data are available and where the soil is saturated and
highly overconsolidated. A comparison made between the numerical simulation results and the in-
situ measurements shows that the 3D procedure of simulation proposed is relevant, in particular re-
garding the adopted representation of the different operations performed by the tunnel boring ma-
chine (excavation, confining pressure, shield advancement, installation of the tunnel lining, grouting
of the annular void, etc). Furthermore, a parametric study enabled a better understanding of the sin-
gular behaviour origin observed on the ground surface and within the solid soil mass, till now not
mentioned in the literature.

1. INTRODUCTION

During shield tunnelling, soil movements induced by tunnel boring machines
(TBM) (deformations of surrounding tunnel ground and surface settlement) are the
result of a complex sequence of operations: excavation, front support, shield ad-
vancement, grouting of the annular void, grout percolation along the shield and grout
consolidation. This complexity makes the explicit numerical simulation of the shield
tunnelling difficult and at a particular design phase, the movements should be evalu-
ated by accurate numerical modelling.

During the last decade, several 3D phased simulations of tunnel boring processes,
generally for soft and saturated soils, have been proposed by various authors [5], [10],
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[12]–[15]. On the other hand, only limited information is currently available, regard-
ing ground disturbance associated with shield tunnelling in overconsolidated materials
which can be found in [1] and [16].

In spite of the current progress in terms of means and computing time, 3D calcula-
tions remain long and numerical problems frequent. In addition, the confrontation with
results of observations made in-situ shows that the tunnelling-induced phenomena are
not well known yet. This is due to the fact that the shield passage induces a three-
dimensional field displacement.

In this paper, an explicit 3D simulation procedure of a tunnel boring process is
presented. The latter is applied to an underground construction in overconsolidated
soil (K0 close to 1.7), namely Toulouse Subway Line B [19]. The confrontation with
results of observations made on this construction site shows that the proposed ver-
satile numerical procedure is able to take into consideration all the complexity of
the tunnelling-induced movements. The simulations were carried out with the driven
shield control parameters recorded during the passage under “Castera” measurement
section, with undrained conditions. The simulation results are respectively con-
fronted with the in-situ data collected on the structure site support. These data in-
clude the ground movements at the ground surface and within the solid mass. In
addition, a parametric study has allowed us to partially understand the origin of the
atypical ground behaviour observed and which till now has not been mentioned in
the literature.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SUPPORT

2.1. MONITORED SECTION

The tunnel was bored using an EPB’s (Earth Pressure Balanced shield) from Her-
renknecht TBM. The shield has a diameter D = 7.7 m, a length L = 8.4 m and a half
conicity equal to 25 mm. The shield crosses essentially homogenous and overconsoli-
dated argillaceous soils (K0 is close to 1.7), characterized by a very low permeability
(10–8 to 10–9 m/s) with strong undrained shear strength cu equal to 300 kPa. In par-
ticular, “Toulouse molasse” is also characterized by constant Young’s modulus in the
first 10 m equal to 165 MPa, and beyond increases with depth according to the linear
relation E(z) = E0 + z.ΔE with E0 = 66.1 MPa and ΔE = 9.9 MN/m2/m (Table 2).
Based on triaxial test results, this profile has been validated by numerical back-
analysis on another monitoring section with similar geological context but exca-
vated with the conventional method [19]. In addition, as seen in Fig. 2, the roof of
the Toulouse molasse coincides with the water table. At the right of the monitored
section, the tunnel axis is at a depth of 16.5 m and under a cover of 12.7 m. The
liner rings are constituted of six segments (including key segment) with 35 cm
thickness and 1.40 m length. The geometrical parameters of the tunnel, shield and
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liner are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The “Castera” section, for which the
quality results of in-situ measurements are available, has been retained for confron-
tation and validation.
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Fig. 1. Geometrical notation for the tunnel, shield and liner
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T a b l e  2

Mechanical parameters of the soil

Layer Depth
m

γ
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–

cu
kPa

ϕu
degrees

E
MPa

ν
–

Fill 0–4 20 0.5 0 25 25 0.30
4–10 22 1.7 300 0 165 0.45Molasse >10 22 1.7 300 0 E(z) 0.45

(Source: [19])

Figure 2 shows the instrumentation of the monitored section. It is constituted of
3 inclinometers (I1-I3) and 5 multipoint extensometers (E1-E5) with automatic acqui-
sition (one total acquisition every 5 seconds). In addition, during the passage of the
TBM, a precision levelling was carried out at the end of each ring excavation.
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Fig. 2. Monitored Castera section, (source: [19])

2.2. DRIVEN SHIELD CONTROL PARAMETERS

Figure 3 shows the speed progression of the TBM when it is passing under Castera
section [20 m before and 50 m after] the front passage. During the shield tunnelling in
this portion, it remains almost constant and equal to 1.33 m/hour, which corresponds
to the average time of the installation of one ring which is one hour (the liner rings
have a length equal to 1.40 m). This information will be useful later on.
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Fig. 3. Advancement speed when shield is passing under Castera section
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The main driven shield control parameters are presented in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) il-
lustrates the evolution of the confining pressure Pconf on the front face (normalized to

the initial total vertical stress in the tunnel crown crown
0Vσ ), the ratio crown

conf

0V

P
σ

 is roughly

constant and equal to 0.6. Figure 4(b) shows the evolution of the injection pressure
Pgrout into the annular void (gap), measured at the exit of the four grout ports and lo-
cated on the upper shield tail (Fig. 9), normalized also to crown

0Vσ . On the average, the

ratio crown
grout

0V

P
σ

 is comprised between 0.8 and 1.2 in the range [20 m before and 50 m

after] the front passage (monitored section).
At the passage under the Castera section, the average pressure Pgrout is equal to

0.9 crown
0Vσ . After that it increases and reaches 1.2 crown

0Vσ  along the first meters after

exhaust of the shield tail to stabilize at the total vertical stress crown
0Vσ . These values

induce a millimetric heave on the ground surface after injection, as will be mentioned
in the following paragraph.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of driven shield parameters: (a) front pressure, (b) injection pressure

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION PROCEDURES

The 3D procedure proposed in Fig. 5 for the simulation of the phased excavation is
an attempt to accurately describe all the operations achieved by the TBM and the as-
sociated phenomena. It is implemented in the commercial numerical code FLAC3D.
Using the TBM operation parameters recorded during the passage under the monitor-
ing section (Figs. 3 and 4), this procedure is repeated throughout the shield progres-
sion until a stationary section is reached (stabilization of displacements), [7] and [8].
The grid, 75000 nodes, is composed of eight node brick elements. The boundary con-
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ditions are imposed in terms of null displacements in the perpendicular direction to the
faces. The extent of the grid, in the longitudinal direction, is conditioned by the posi-
tion of the stationary section. The vertical symmetry makes it possible to limit the
model size. The soils are modelled in elasto-plasticity with the Mohr–Coulomb yield
criterion and a non-associated flow rule requiring few parameters.

A conical shape shield, perfectly rigid (the nodes are fixed according to the method
called fixed center, [2]), modelled with thin volumetric elements is installed in a virgin
ground solid mass for which an initial state of geostatic stresses is instituted with
a horizontal earth pressure coefficient K0.

Volume loss
by conicity

Pfront

Solid
mortar

ν=0,50 ν=0,20

Lower bound of the model

Shield Tunnel

Water table

LiningPgrout

Fresh
mortar

Ground surface (free field)

ν=0,40 ν=0,30

Fig. 5. A complete phased simulation of TBM excavation process, (source: [8])
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Fig. 6. Used mesh: (a) contour of vertical displacement after complete installation of the shield,
(b) arch effect of the displacements at the soil/shield interface

Figure 6(a) shows the state of the deformation field once the shield is completely
installed, afterwards, the procedure illustrated in Fig. 5 can be applied. As far as the
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shield installation is concerned, it is characterized by the fact that in the absence of
grout injection, the volume loss is completely filled. The assumption of a fixed center
is verified since the deformations evolve in the same way on the excavation perimeter
and the total convergence (in the crown, springline and invert of the tunnel) is uniform
and equal to the maximum shield conicity Δ = 25 mm. In addition, these movements
are confined in the vicinity of the excavation because of the strong undrained shear
strength of Toulouse molasse (Fig. 6a).

The excavation is simulated by the deactivation of soil disk elements. The stability
of the front face is controlled by the normal pressure recorded on site. The latter is
equal to Pfront = 0.6 crown

0Vσ  and has a gradient with the depth equal to 22 kN/m2 per
meter (equal to the weight of the excavated soils). This distribution is interdependent of
the shield and progresses with it. This confining pressure profile must respect the in-
structions of pressure thresholds recorded on the construction site support (see Fig. 9).

The shield passage, simulated by the annulment of the local tangential stresses,
clears a volume loss that is immediately filled by the soil convergence (large dis-
placements taken into consideration, as shown in Fig. 6(a)). The interface which is
attached on the shield is activated as soon as a contact is established with the sur-
rounding ground; the role of this interface is to block the radial ground convergence
and also to allow the tangential convergence by transverse deformation arch effect
(Fig. 6(b)). The volume loss is partially compensated by the possible migration of the
grout towards the front of the shield (there is a great uncertainty regarding the post-
closing shape of the ground around the shield). Two techniques are used to simulate
this migration; either by a pressure applied over a certain back length of the shield, or
by a correction of the shield conicity, fixed in order to reproduce a vertical displace-
ment recorded on the construction site (back-analysis on surface and/or tunnel crown
vertical displacement). In [10], this second technique is more relevant.

The liner is simulated by a longitudinal model; it can be modelled either by means
of shells or volumetric elements. It is characterized by a weaker Young’s modulus in
order to take into account the seals between the liner prefabricated rings. The injection
of the grout into the annular void (the gap parameter is equal to 20 cm) is controlled
both in volume and pressure. The choice of the pressure diagram denoted Pgrout

(Fig. 5) is justified by the position of the grout ports, located on the upper part of the
tail shield, as illustrated in Fig. 9. The maximum injection pressure is fixed on the
vertical displacement measured at the nearest point to the vertical axis of the tunnel
(namely Extensometer E3-1 in Fig. 2). It shows in particular that the pressure really
transmitted to the ground remains lower than the average pressure measured at the exit
of the grout ports. This difference is due to the pressure loss by friction following the
flow of the grout as well as to its impregnation of the surrounding ground [9]. Uncer-
tainty concerning the behaviour of the grout leads to consideration of two principal
phases (liquid and solid phase) intercalated by a transitional one:
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• The liquid phase corresponds to the incompressible behaviour of the grout in order
to fill the annular void and to transmit the injection pressure to the surrounding ground.
This phase is simulated by the application of Pgrout and the reactivation of volumetric
elements. A pressure gradient is considered in order to take into account not only the
actual weight of the grout but also of the injection specific measures. During this phase,
the grout is considered elastic-incompressible [10] and is characterized by a high bulk
modulus K associated with a low shear modulus G, 102 ≤ K/G ≤ 103, [3] and [4]. This
phase lasts as long time as the grout keeps entirely its workability, approximately four
hours according to [18], which corresponds in average to the pose of four liner rings.

• The transitional phase corresponds to the grout consolidation (drying grout). Dur-
ing this phase, the behaviour of the grout evolves more or less quickly, according to the
type of the grout used (active or inert). More consistent, the grout acquires a shear
strength associated with a sort of compressibility. This phase is simulated by the annul-
ment of the injection pressure and a progressive reduction in Poisson’s ratio [11].

• The solid phase corresponds to the final situation where the grout is at least as
rigid as the surrounding ground and transmits the efforts of the ground solid mass to
the liner [12]. This phase is characterized by the ratio K/G ≅ 1 [11].

This procedure is repeated throughout the shield progression, until reaching a sta-
tionary section after a few tens of excavation steps, as illustrated in Fig. 3 (approxi-
mately 40 meters after the passage of the front face, Fig. 9).

Because of the impervious nature of the soils crossed (the permeability coefficient
is close to 10–9 m/s), the simulations are carried out under undrained conditions, taking
into account the water table, which corresponds to the short-term behaviour. The
strength parameters of the molasse adopted in this study are those given by the rapid
triaxial compression tests [19].

The 3D simulation results are compared to the in-situ data collected on the con-
struction site support. These data include the movements of the ground surface and
inside the ground solid mass, as well as the driven shield control parameters.

4. RESULTS

4.1. REFERENCE CASE

As shown in Figure 7, the tunnel excavation through the highly overconsolidated
materials (K0 close to 1.7) induced a surface heaving trough with a maximum dis-
placement of approximately 1 mm. This trough is well simulated both qualitatively
(evolution during the progression of TBM) and quantitatively. In addition, the final
reversed half-width trough [17], which is equal to 8 m, as well as the settlement
zones, seem to be in good agreement with the corresponding in-situ recorded meas-
urements.
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Fig. 7. Transverse settlement trough: (a) FLAC3D, (b) measurements

In Fig. 8, the induced horizontal movements measured on the vertical profile close
to the tunnel (deep inclinometer I3, Fig. 2, at one diameter of tunnel axis) agree also
quite well. Likewise a good result was obtained in relation to the position of the shield
head in the final state. The increase of convergence during the progression of the head
shield is also well simulated by the 3D simulation procedure proposed.
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Fig. 8. Horizontal convergences: (a) FLAC3D, (b) measurements

The atypical behavior recorded, that is 5 mm horizontal convergence associated
with 1 mm heave on the ground surface, is essentially due to the overconsolidated
character of the soil crossed. Nevertheless, a variation law of Young’s modulus more
suitable than that proposed in Section 2 could still refine the results of convergence
displacements for a depth in the rage –5 to –10 m.
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Figure 9 illustrates the ability of the procedure to describe the effect of the TBM
progression through the longitudinal heaving trough, according to the position of the
shield head. It shows the relevance of the choices done for the simulation, in particu-
lar, the maximum value of the injection pressure, fixed on the vertical displacement of
the depth point on the central extensometer recorded in-situ. The results are less con-
vincing when the values are fixed on the horizontal displacement recorded on the
nearest inclinometer [9]. In addition, the choice of the injection pressure distribution is
justified by the position of the grout ports at the back of the shield tail. The soil/TBM
interaction is thus analysed through Fig. 9.
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The ground is not affected as the shield head gets closer to the monitored section,
at least until a distance equivalent to 1 diameter. The front passage results in a small
heaving movement on the surface associated with a weak horizontal convergence (ΔH
is millimetric). The passage of the shield tail is characterized by a strong horizontal
convergence (95% of total convergence) and the conicity volume loss results in
a weak movement of heaving on the surface: this illustrates the K0 effect on the verti-
cal displacements. Indeed, a subsequent parametric study shows that from K0 ≥ 1.3 it
is not any more the injection that controls the movements of surface heaving but the
K0 effect would be more dominating.

During the phase of the injected grout, the volume loss appears to be stabilized and
contrary to what was expected, even with the maximum injection, the effect on dis-
placements (in particular, horizontal convergence on the springline level) is not felt or
recorded by measurements. This is also confirmed by the displacement profile of
Fig. 8 on which we observe a continuous convergence, which confirms once again the
state of strong overconsolidation of the “Toulouse molasse”. On the other hand, part
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of the heaving observed in Fig. 7, with a more important slope (Fig. 9) can be as-
signed, at least partly, to the injection and not only to convergence due to K0 effect. It
is worth noting for this purpose that the injection pressure adopted in calculations and
set on the vertical displacement remains lower than half of the average pressure meas-
ured on the 4 grout ports. In practice, it is generally recommended to inject with
a threshold of pressure slightly higher than the initial vertical stress at the tunnel key.
The difference in pressure can be explained by a load loss by friction following the
mortar flow during its impregnation of the surrounding ground.

The grout consolidation is characterized by a return of point ΔH to its position
after the passage of the shield tail, which shows that the proposed procedure to simu-
late this phase appears to be relevant. It is further observed that the shifted effect of
the injection is felt to a distance of 30 m compared to the monitored section where the
maximum heaving is recorded.

At the end of the last phase (stabilization of displacements), a ratio ΔH/ΔV close to
4 is recorded (identical to that recorded on the monitored section, [19]).

4.2. PARAMETRIC STUDY

A parametric study aiming to show the sensitivity of the model to the most rele-
vant parameters of the 3D simulation is presented. The response of the model is ana-
lysed through the following displacements: ΔF, ΔH and ΔV, representing the axial
extrusion of the front face, the horizontal displacement of the springline and the verti-
cal displacement on the ground surface, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Parametric study: (a) effect of K0, (b) effect of Poisson’s ratio

Figure 10(a) shows a regular linear evolution of displacements according to the at
rest earth pressure coefficient K0, through which it can be seen that for a given dia-
gram of injection pressure, the sensitivity of the three parameters with regard to K0 is
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identical. Figure 10(a) shows also a ground surface heaving for K0 ≥ 1.3, whereas for
lower values of K0 a settlement trough is observed.

Figure 10(b) highlights the displacement sensitivity with respect to Poisson’s ratio ν.
The relevance of the latter is dictated by important computation times when perfectly
incompressible materials (ν = 0.5) are considered. It mainly shows that the displace-
ments remain more or less the same. This can be explained, on the one hand, by the
fact that the incompressibility potential of the model is not completely reached and, on
the other hand, by the length insufficiency of the model. The choice of a Poisson’s
ratio value of 0.45 instead of 0.49 decreases the computation times by 3.

Figure 11(a) shows the influence of conicity on displacements. In general, when
the conicity increases, the convergence ΔH increases while the axial extrusion ΔF
decreases. Initially, the ground surface heaving ΔV increases when the conicity value
doubles from Δ/2 = 12.5 mm to Δ/2 = 25 mm, then ΔV decreases when the conicity
passes from 25 to 50 mm. This can be explained by the fact that in the first case,
ground surface heaving is governed by the convergence ΔH on the springline level,
while in the second case, decompression on the springline level being total, the verti-
cal extension of the cover [19] attenuates heaving and thus ΔV decreases.

Figure 11(b) shows logically that the extrusion ΔF decreases when Pfront increases.
It also shows that the variation in the range 0.3 crown

0Vσ  ≤ Pfront ≤ 0.9 crown
0Vσ  has little

effect on the convergence ΔH and consequently the variation of ΔV remains negligible.
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Fig. 11. Parametric study: (a) effect of conicity, (b) effect of confining pressure

Theoretically, the stability of the front face is ensured even with a null pressure on
the front face because of the high undrained shear strength cu which is equal to
300 kPa (numerical analysis of face stability of shallow tunnel [6]); however, simula-
tion carried out without confining pressure (Pfront = 0) gave an axial extrusion reported to
the excavation diameter about 1%, which value allows the collapse of the front face [6].
This can be explained by the overconsolidated state of the molasse (K0 close to 1.7).
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On the other hand, for a confining pressure Pfront = 1.2 crown
0Vσ  an excessive heaving

(ΔV > 2 mm) is observed, which does not show any sign of stabilization.
In the first three cases of Fig. 12, the injection pressure increases according to the

same trend from 0.4 crown
0Vσ  to 1.2 crown

0Vσ , ΔH and ΔF decrease and increase, respec-

tively, in small proportions, while the ground surface heaving ΔV increases in an em-
phasized manner.

This tendency highlights the direct influence of the injection pressure on the
ground surface heaving. The last two calculations show particularly that heaving re-
mains very sensitive to the applied pressure trend and thus to the position of the grout
ports at the end of the shield tail.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

A 3D simulation procedure was proposed to account for all the different operations
carried out during shield tunnelling by an EPB’s TBM. The procedure was applied to
a real case in order to reproduce, by back-analysis, the movements recorded on con-
struction site and for which the experimental data collected show a singular behaviour,
namely, movements of the ground surface heaving associated with continuous hori-
zontal convergence at the springline level. This phenomenon can be allotted partially
to the strongly overconsolidated nature of the Toulouse molasse. As far as the coeffi-
cient K0 is concerned, the value of 1.7 taken into consideration provides a good
agreement between measured displacements and those evaluated numerically by the
3D simulation procedure proposed.

The confrontation of the simulation results (evolution of both longitudinal and
transverse trough and the inclinometer deformations) with the in-situ measurements of
the construction site support, show that the 3D simulation procedure is relevant, in
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particular in the adopted representation for the different operations conducted by the
tunnel boring machine.

Qualitatively, the calculations carried out in undrained conditions showed a good
agreement of the displacements evaluated numerically and those recorded in-situ. The
obtained ground surface longitudinal and transverse troughs as well as the transverse
horizontal displacement vertical profiles are in good agreement with the measurements
(final values and evolution during the TBM progression). In particular, the atypical
behaviour of the monitored section was displayed.

Nevertheless, uncertainties related to the injection of the mortar remain; if the mi-
gration of the mortar appears well simulated by a correction of the conicity, the differ-
ent phases of the injection remain still difficult to simulate.

In addition to the K0 effect, a parametric study is undertaken in order to assess an
impact of the shield control parameters, namely the confining pressure, the conicity,
the injection pressure into the annular void as well as the position of the grout ports.

An increase in the conicity is likely to change, by a subtle play of horizontal de-
compression and vertical extension, the displacement amplitude on the surface. The
influence of the injection pressure, in particular, on vertical displacements, seems to be
in good agreement with the instruction generally allowed on the shield tunnelling con-
struction sites, namely Pgrout = crown

0Vσ . The confining pressure has no important effect

on vertical displacements, at least by respecting the instruction 0.3 crown
0Vσ  ≤ Pfront ≤

0.9 .crown
0Vσ
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